[Computer-assisted video processing of Phast gels with ELBA].
Referring to one-dimensional micro electrophoresis-gels, produced at the division of nephrology (Klinikum Göttingen) by using the Phast-System (Pharmacia, Freiburg), the ELBA-program for image evaluation of electrophoretic gels (interactive systems, Heidelberg) was investigated. The digital image, obtained with a computer-controlled video-camera, can be stored up in a personal computer. Independend of time, the digitized data may be retrieved and utilized for evaluation of specific urinary protein patterns. Changes in intensity and constellation of the protein patterns, which may occur during the progress of a disease, can be figured directly in one graphical plot. Therefore, any urinary protein pattern of one or a number of gels can be exactly compared to each other in a short time.